
Dhaka collapse death toll
passes 500
The death toll from the collapse of an eight-storey
factory building near the Bangladeshi capital Dhaka
passes 500, officials say.
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Internet search engine
Google changes the
tagline on the front page
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Territories" to
"Palestine".
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Top News Story
Boston duo
'planned 4 July
attack'
The Boston bombs
suspects first planned to
attack Independence Day
celebrations, but finished
the devices more quickly
than expected, US media
report.
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World's smallest flying
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Japan to sign Turkey nuclear deal
Adidas shares jump on profits rise

Marketwatch (min delay 15 mins) Marketw atch Ticker

Dow Jones 14831.58 130.63 0.89%

Nasdaq 3340.62 41.49 1.26%

FTSE 100 6476.88 16.17 0.25%

Dax 7974.50 12.79 0.16%

Cac 40 3858.00 -0.76 -0.02%

Sportsday - breaking sports news
Premier League build-up,
England recall Ravi
Bopara to one-day
squad for Champions
Trophy, plus latest
snooker.

BBC Sport's Android international app

Wenger: Arsenal have a great future

La Liga match-fixing investigation

Improved Wiggins gears up for Giro
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Founded in 1501, the Dominican Republic's capital
Santo Domingo provided the design template for
emerging cities of the New World.
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